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l' (a) Define a convex Polyhedron and prove that a convex polyhedron is a convex set. 7
OR

Prove that the intersection of two convex sets is a convex set.

(b) If S, = {x e En/ llrll< 2} andS, = {x e En/ lirll :2}, then determine convexityof
S, and Sr. 

7
OR

A manufacturer produces two types of models M and N. Each M model requires 4
hours of grinding and 5 hours of polishing whereas each N model requires 3 hours
of grinding and 4 hours of polishing. The manufacturer has two grinders and 3
polish-ers. Each grinder works at most for 40 hours and each pollh", works at
most for 60 hours a week. The Profit on an M model is ( 30 and on an N model is( 40. whatever is produced in a week is sold in the market.

How should the manufacturer allocate his production capacity to the two
types of models so that he may make a maximum profit in a weei ? Ftrmulate the
LP problem.

2. (a) Solve the following Lpp by Simplex method :

Maximize Z=3xr*5x,
Subject to 3x, + Z613 19

xr 34

xr36 and xr,xr)0
OR

Solve the following LPP by Two phase Method :

Maximize Z=3xr*2x,
Subject to br + *z< 2

3xr+4xr212 and xr,xr>0
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(b) Solve the following LPP by big-M Method :

Maximize Z: 3x, * 2xr+ 3x,

Subject to 2xr+ xr* x, <2

3x, + 4xr* bt> 8 and xy x2tr: > 0

OR
Solve the following Integer Programming Problem by the Gomory's Cutting

plane Method :

Maximize Z: 4x, * 3x,

Subjectto xr*2x, < 4

Zxr+xr<6
x1, x2)- 0 and are integers'

3. (a) When a linear programming problem is said to be into its standard primal form ?

Explain how to fna tne dual of linear programming problerns of maximization

type and minimization t1Pe. 
OR

Prove that the dual of the dual is the primal LP Problem'

Also verify it for the following linear programming problem :

Maximize Z:4xr* 5xr+ 6x,

Subject to xr-Zxr-3x, <2

2xr-3xr+ 4.r, < l0
6xr-7xr+ 8r, < 20 and xpx2,xr > 0

(b) Use the principle of Duality to solve the following LP Problem :

Minimize Z:2x, * 2x,

Subjectto Zxr+4xr2 |
x, * 2xr> I

?s,+ x'> I and x1' xZ> 0

OR
Use the Dual simplex method to solve the following LP Problern :

Minimize Z:2x, * x, * x,

Subject to 4xr-r 6xr+ 3'r, < 8

-rl * 9xr- xr> 3

?*r*3xr-5xr24 and x1, x2,x3>-0

4. (a) ExPlain balanced

formulations. Give
problem.

and unbalanced transportation problems by mathematical

brief idea for how to solve an unbalanced transportation

OR
What is an assignment problern ? Explain how is it a special case of the

transportation problem. Also describe the main differences between them'
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(b) _lolr" the following Transportation problem bv MODI Method :ve the tbllowing Transportation Problem bv MODI M

Factory
Warehouses

Capacitywl w2 w.J w.I
Ft t9 30 50 10 7

F2 70 30 40 60 9

F.J 40 8 70 20 18

Requirements 5 8 7 t4 34
OR

the minimization criterion : 7

5. Answer the following in short :

(a) Define the following terms (any four) :

(i) A convex set

(ii) Vertex of a convex set

(iii) A Surplus variable

(iv) An Artificial variable

(v) Degenerate Basic Feasible Solution of a Linear Programming Problem

(vi) Integer Programming Problem

(b) Determine whether the following statanents are true or false :

(i) Some Linear Programming Problem has unbounded solution.

(ii) Every transportation problem is an assignment problem.

(iii) A Transportation Problem is solved by the Hungarian method.

t4

3

Solve the fo Assignment Problem

JOBS WORKERS
A B C D E

I 8 J l8 t1 t2
U 7 15 l3 t6 l5
III 10 18 l0 t4 13

ry l3 J 10 t2 10

v 18 t2 l0 l8 l8
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